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8 A Blessing Christ

Only in the short time
when the light was annunciation-strong
would space be flattened out
to such a ravishing ivory.

Inhabitable world, near dormition,
that has not been fully realized,
as though the warhorse had
a moment before been reined in.

The corner itself is loosely marked
by the tree of sacroiliac joints,
a movement in, out and around,
a whorl at the edges of the field

like spirited handwriting
or a last judgement spread over two fields
of lyrical bronze. The stylized
earth requires the physical exertion

of two curtain-holding, censing angels
and the almost bitter power
of the interior springing of their ribs,
the distinction of their hands,

to reach the unflinching candour
of the direct gaze and perpendicular
glance the still-living Christ
directs across her criss-cross stola.

He has lost all rigidity
and rests his utterly relaxed arm
on her shoulder –– no longer a Roman matron ––
he touches Mary’s crown.
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7 Red Angels

The sky suffers cloudmarks.
A patch of green lining
turned up over her foot
takes shade from the room.

Her timeless robe with its pomegranate
motif has a calmer fold pattern
than the escaped piece of veil
falling forward over her hair.

The red angels are sorrowing
at the nuptial meaning of her body
in their angelic time, the highest
taking a burning coal in his hand,

with intended highlights on his raised
arms and red collar, the lowest
holding a candle for the dying
with a coin, a curve in his sleeve.

All earthly things have died for her,
the silver choir lights in the porch
setting, the snowflake pattern
on the bedcover, in the bright stable.
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Celebration of the Name of St Philomena

Recognized by three successive Popes,
Gregory, Pius and Leo,
her feast was removed by splinter groups,
she was placed in the day of all martyrs,

but she was never uncanonized, a girl between
twelve and fifteen who had been beheaded,
not thrown to lions . . .

I offer you her spirit of gesture,
in an order moulded by desire,

her symbols, an anchor, an arrow,
and a palm,

all my land entanglements,
a bound cupid and a limp rose,

my green winter firing
its white winter tribute
up to the edge of your head’s
bestarred winter, into its continent.
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Hand Reliquary, Ave Maria Lane

God knows that there is no proof
that part returns to wholeness
simply because miracles happen
at a single church-going.

Her verdant branches labelled
with the names of the five senses,
the garden not ours, she prayed
for her illness to last beyond the grave,

and be the unsealer of that tree.
She might have been dead for a week,
though she went on with her deep
dying, her womb a transparent crystal

turning into a brown relic
even before her death. The blinding
beauty of her hood opening
acted upon me as my own ghost

would do, sounding silk,
as with a lifting gesture
she tore off flesh from her hand,
driving wide her middle finger

into the palm of the other.
Till being a vessel, Christ appeared to her
as a dish filled with carved-up bread
so unnaturally sweet, so lightly crushed,

she could quench the tall language
of his image in her mouth,
which was the breast-wound, always on the point
of being taken, in his female side.
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Silva

The meaning of the wind has changed,
self-reeling energy, so musical,
so strange and perfumed, calling
one or two birds enough.

Old music, old sounds, our normal
tears, are swathed in the smoothness
inside and out of the bittersweet
laughter. Reaching out his body

to add change like this,
his awayness is a fire-coloured
countergift, his seven dying words
in twenty-five different languages.
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part five

Moon Script

The garden incarnates as if doubled;
the wind settles in the two gardens;
the hushed garden ushers in that other time.

In the space between one shore and another,
one powder-blue, lemon-breasted bird
is barely moving water on a snowed field:

a border searching night’s inner vision
for ghost words after trees fall.
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